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CSU trustee asked to resign from position
By Brian Wright
writer
A state senator and a California
State University trustee are demanding the resignation of the
CSU Board of Trustees Chairwoman for falsely claiming on her application for appointment that she
had an academic degree.
Sen. David Robeni, president
pro tempore of the state Senate.
met with Marianthi Lansdale,
chairwoman of the board, and
asked her to resign Feb. 5. according to Bob Forsythe, Roberti’s
press secretary.
Dean Lesher, CSU trustee.
stated in a recent interview that,
"It is embarrassing as long as
(Lansdale) stays on the hoard. She
should resign for the griod of the
board and the system." A member
of the board for nearly 13 years.
Lesher heads five Northern California newspaper groups that include 40 publications.
Because Lansdale was appointed by Gov. George DeukmeDaily staff

’I would like to
apologize for any
confusion which
may have
resulted from
references in my
resume to my
attendance at
Long Beach City
College.’
Marianthi Lansdale,
CSU chairwoman
jian, the Senate cannot remove her
from the board. Roberti requested
the governor resubmit Lansdale’s
application to the Senate, Forsythe
said. The Senate would not have
confirmed her appointment, he

added, had it known Lansdale misstated her educational qualifications.
Roberti, according to Forsythe,
said after his meeting with Lansdale, "It is out of our hands."
Support for Lansdale. however,
comes from the governor, the CSU
Chancellor and other trustees on
the board.
Susan Trowbridge. assistant
press secretary for the governor,
said that Lansdale is a "well qualified appointment."
As a hoard member, Lansdale’s
achievements include: emphasizing the need for improved child
care programs, providing increased opportunities for minority
students and being nominated by
President Reagan in 1987 to serve
on a national committee for
women in education, according to
Anne Ambrose, spokeswoman for
the CSU chancellor’s office.
Trowbridge added that since
Lansdale was a businesswoman
and lived in the Long Beach area,

this strengthened her qualifications.
In 1985, Lansdale was nomi- ’It is
nated to fill a vacancy in the Board embarrassing as
of Trustees. She was required to
fill out a standard application form long as
to be reviewed by the governor.
(Lansdale) stays
according to Trowbridge.
Lansdale stated that she received on the board. She
an associate of arts degree from
Long Beach City College. al- should resign for
though she has no degree, according to the Dec. 20 issue of the Los the good of the
Angeles Times. The day the article board and the
appeared, Lansdale issued an apology.
system.’
"I would like to apologize for
Dean Lesher,
any confusion which may have reCSU trustee
sulted from references in my resume to my attendance at Long
Beach City College," she stated. Committee. "It was never my inShe said that she attended the col- tention," she concluded, "to mislege at night, was raising a child lead anyone regarding my commuand working full time. She planned nity college record, of which I am
to transfer to a four-year univer- quite proud."
sity.
Trustee Ralph Pesqueira emLansdale also expressed a desire phasized that a position on the
to meet with the Senate Rules Board of Trustees does not require

any kind of degree
Ambrose added that a trustee is
not a paid position, although trustees do receive pay for the three annual board meetings they attend.
As a result of the Los Angeles
Times article, Sen. Daniel E.
Boatwright will propose legislation
to require a CSU trustee to have a
bachelor’s degree, according to an
article appearing in the Los Angeles Times Feb. 7. Ambrose said
another proposal in the state Senate
will require the removal of a
trustee from the board if any academic falsifications are found.
Presently, there is no such legislation.
Of the 18 trustees, only nine
could be reached for comment.
Two of the those who were
reached, however, would not comment. Lesher provided the only
dissent from a trustee. The remaining six voiced strong support for
Lansdale, many stating the issue
was dead. Lansdale provided no
See RESIGN, page 7

Parking woes
may improve

Capsize drills

Amine Pills
Daily stall writer
The parking situation may not
seem any better, hut SJSU’s Traffic and Parking Operations is making some changes. The Park and
Ride program will receive $70,000
for a new bus making the service
faster with more frequent stops.
Although the university has requested more money from the state
for another parking structure, "We
won’t see it for several years. Our
main concern is Park and Ride."
said Marilyn Todd, business office
supervisor.
The money for the new bus will
come from the chancellor’s office.
Todd said.
Soon, finding an open garage
will be easier. A sign listing all
open garages will be posted at the

entrance of each garage and the
signs will be updated throughout
the day, said Harold Manson, traffic and parking manager.
The signs will stop some of the
circling, Todd said, but Park and
Ride is a current solution to the
parking problem.
And for those students who do
get into a garage but need to jumpstart their car, help is on the way.
Traffic and Parking Operations is.
"trying to find a machine that will
jump the cars without another car
involved," Manson said.
The Seventh Street garage will
be the first to test the need for such
a machine, Manson said. once he
finds the right machine.
"These machines are several
hundreds of dollars, I would even
See PARKING, hack page

Minority enrollment
increases at SJSU
Michael Caulfield

Daily Staff Photographer

Russ Frazier demonstrates his capsize recovery skills in his sailing performance instructor Shirley Reekie emphasizes percision in her
class before applying his knowledge in actual situations at sea. Human sailing classes because the wrong decision could result in death.

Veteran feels Chicanos are overlooked
By Steve Chae
Daily staff writer
Charley Trujillo went to Vietnam looking for more than a fight.
"I wanted to kill somebody and
get away with it." Trujillo said.
But now, 20 years later, the
SJSU graduate is fighting a war
that is much more personal. He
feels that Chicano contributions to
American society have been
largely ignored by historians.

Trujillo told the 30 people assembled in the Chicano Resource
Center that he feels that Chicanos
"have been an ahistorical people
to the status quo. We basically
don’t exist. We’re not looked upon
as being big contributors to society."
Disappointed at the lack of a
Chicano presence in books about
the Vietnam War such as
"Bloods" and "Everything We

Had." Trujillo had wanted to write
a book chronicling their experiences. Released earlier this year,
his book, "Soldados: Chicanos in
Vietnam, took six years to complete.
The book consists of personal
accounts from 19 soldiers, including one of his own.
"Now I know why they teach in
combat first aid not to tell
wounded guys they are going to be

all right," Trujillo wrote. "They
won’t believe you. Fat Ronnie told
Van Hetsman ’You’re going to be
all right.’ Van Hctsman gave him a
look as if to say ’Sure. f
.’ He
died as we were giving him mouth
to mouth, what we called ’kissing
the dead.’(E"
Another account is from a soldier who recalled trying to get
something to eat while in the South
See VET, back page

By Adolfo C. Torres
Daily staff writer
Contrary to a national report
which states that the number of minorities is decreasing on university
campuses, SJSU has increased the
number of minorities on its campus.
"A concentrated effort from the
administration, staff and educators
has helped this movement," said
Peter E. Michel. assitant director
of educational opportunity program at SJSU.
The report by the American
Council on Education showed a
"major regression" in college attendance since 1970, while the
SJSU enrollment report showed an
increase of minorities of 40.4 percent in the last four years.

California is becoming a multiethnic state. said Michel.
In 1985. California State University Chancellor W. Ann Reynolds developed a I6-member
panel to study the severe underrepresentation of minorities. A special report by the commission titled. Educational Equity in the
California State University, Which
Way the Future, was developed to
attract minorities to the state universities. according to Michel.
The report showed the most urnderrepresented minorities were Native Americans, blacks and Hispanics. The report was submitted,
the chancellor approved it, and the
universities implemented it.
"The concentrated effort has
See MINORITIES, back page

1990-91 budget SEE at San Jose State

Faculty positions go unfilled; funds fall short
By Rob Neill
Daily staff writer
It was a typical SJSU nightmare for Jenn
Herman.
"I lost my student body card so I had to wait
in line for over 20 minutes at the stupid cashier’s
office." the sophomore said.
"The line filled the hall and they only had
one window open. They’ve got eight windows,
it’s ridiculous; they need to hire more people."
Herman said
Herman’s complaint is a perennial one on
campus. The fact is SJSU cannot hire enough faculty and staff to keep up with student enrollment
growth because of a budget that continually falls
short.
There arc 20.500 full-time students at SJSU.

according to projections from the CSU Chancellor’s office (complete figures will not be available
until a university census is completed this week),
up 14 percent from 1984. Yet staffing in teaching
and other positions has not kept pace with student
growth. In fact, some departments are being
forced to cut jobs and not hire new people.
The budget for the 1990-91 academic year
looks about the same student growth, but few
new positions. The result is something most SJSU
students should be familiar with long lines and
the occasional crowded classroom.
The budget Gov. George Deukmejian has
submitted for 1990-91, a multi-billion dollar
package, is still $80 million less than what the
CSU Chancellor’s office thinks it will cost to run
20 state colleges for one year. With some political

negotiations in Sacramento and some budgeting
maneuvers, SJSU might have to make $5 million
in cuts, according to Connie Sauer, Associate Executive Vice President for Business Affairs.
What will this leave for students?
The 1990-91 budget creates 74 new faculty
positions, according to Maynard Robinson. Associate Vice President for Academic Planning.
"If we get the (budget) cuts, we just won’t
hire all of these people." Robinson said.
Also, full-time, tenured faculty may not be
hired as frequently. Robinson said, because a future drop in University revenue may require firing
of faculty something almost impossible in the
case of tenured instructors.
Shannon Slamon-Daily Staff Photographs,
"To preserve ourselves from funding flueSee FACULTY, back page SJSU Students wait in line to add and drop a class
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Greenhouse argument heating up

Editorial

Bookstore sells
students short
Finally. evidence has been uncovered verifying the suspicion of overpricing at the Spartan
Bookstore. The textbook manager of the
bookstore admitted to a markup of 25 percent
for all books sold to students, except for the
books which already have a price marked on it.
This is supposedly a "non-profit" organization.
Well, it is, according to the people in
charge. All profits made go back into the
bookstore. They soak the students and make
money to put back into the store so they can
make more money, so they can put it back into
the store . . .
Where does it end? It ends with poor college students left even more destitute every semester.
With such weak excuses as "the minute the
catalog or Books in Print comes out, the price
changes," the manager. Marjorie Drysdale, expects the students and teachers who have been
blindly ripped off, to forgive the bookstore.
It is a shame to have to pay sometimes
more than $80 for a textbook that admittedly
looks quite lovely but will only be used for one
class, one semester and could be revised the
next semester and not be worth a penny.
The fact is. we. as students, have no choice
but to purchase books we need for a class we
have to take to graduate. The publishers know
this, the writers know this and the bookstore
knows this. Therefore, they have all the latitude
in the world to hike the price up to whatever
they wish. And, turn around, change a few
phrases, add a few paragraphs and come out
with a new edition, making the old books obsolete.
It’s a wonderful and profitable game for
them.
The students, on the other hand, have no
choice but to pay through the nose semester after
semester.
The general manager of Spartan Shops,
Ron Duvall, admitted to another problem the
bookstore has: selling books for $8.55 when it is
marked inside the book to sell for $8. Oops, he
said. This was just a mistake and the professor
who discovered this should have "come to me
and given me the opportunity to correct it," he
said.
It never should have happened in the first
place.
The Spartan Bookstore also engages in another fun game: textbook buybacks.
This is when the unknowing students attempt to get a few needed bucks back from the
people who originally took qpijcss,artiounty
money from them ate beginning of the tatnegr’
ter.
Much to the students’ surprise, the books
they invested in are not being used the next semester. Sorry. They aren’t worth the paper
they’re printed on. so they say.
But, little does the student know. The people who buy back the books can find another
university or college of the hundreds around the
country, who will use the texts they just paid the
student pennies for and sell the books at a profit
to them.
Some instructors sympathize with the students and order the less expensive books for
their classes. Many students appreciate buying a
$10 paperback instead of a $40 hardback. Those
instructors should be commended.

Editor,
F. Ariani’., letI am writing in response to Carlo
effect and the ozone
greenhouse
the
concerning
ter
many misconcep.
layer depletion It seems there are
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cleared
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must
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letter
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tions
Mr. Ariani states that, "when I was in elementary school. I was told that the earth would become
overpopulated in 10 years." ’The statistic that was
given 10 to 15 years ago (a hypothesis of the time he
was in elementary school) was that the earth can hold
10 billion people comfortably before being considered
over populated. The time of over population then was
estimated at 50 to 75 years. Today, the earth has more
than 5.5 billion people with a doubling time of 47
years which means we will reach 10 billion in less
than 45 years.
Mr. Ariani goes on to say that, "the greenhouse
effect isn’t happening because the proof is weak" and
"even with man’s pollution, the weather has changed
very little." Here Mr. Ariani admits that the weather
has changed. albeit slightly, but fails to provide evidence to support his statements. Furthermore, just because the proof is weak or hard to find, is not conclusive evidence that the process does not exist.
One unfortunate aspect about the. greenhouse effect is that it is exponential. That is, it starts out
slowly and increases slowly at first, but after a while it
increases rapidly and becomes uncontrollable. True,
as Mr. Ariani states, "the globe will react to the temperature increase. . ." However, the earth is more
than 4 billion years old and is set in its ways. It can
react to natural phenomenon (volconos, earthquakes,
etc.) but over an extended period of time. What’s
more, many species become extinct during the reaction time because it takes so long. This is not to say
the earth is capable of reacting to such a dynamic
event as the warming trend.
The ozone depletion is not false! There is scientific evidence that a hole in the ozone layer does exist
and conditions are right for another one to develop.
Mr. Ariani asks, "Why is there a hole over the South
, Pole and not over our beloved America, where all the
Ifactories are?" There are two reasons for this.
The first comes from junior high earth science
The wind currents are created by low and high pressure regions, and it turns out the CFCs get in the wind
stream and get carried to the South Pole (and North
Pole). the second is a little more complicated. Chemical reactions are dependent on temperature. The
As the rainy season finally
One option that shouldn’t be warmer the temperature, the faster the reactions take
REPORTERS’ FORUM
seems to be upon us. one fundaforgotten is your parked car. This place. The conclusion is, then, that the CFCs react
mental issue has again become a
luxury haven offers a bevy of nox- quicker over our "beloved America" but stay in the
problem shelter.
ious fumes and obnoxious noises, atmosphere longer in the cold weather regions. Esti
I’m not talking about the yearbut if you have a great stereo sys- mates show that CFCs can stay in the atmosphere Ion
long problem of shelter for the
tem, that may not matter.
to 150 years.
homeless, but the seasonal probIt comes down to this: SJSU
Yes, substitutes for CFCs have been created by
lem of shelter for the students.
needs more space for students.
various companies. However, this statement needs to
Where can students go when the
Since I do not foresee Gail Ful- be qualified. The United States has outlawed the use
weather outside could extinguish
lerton immediately donating any of of CFCs in aerosol sprays but it is far from ridding rethe fires of hell?
her newly-increased salary to raise
frigerants and foam products from CFCs. America
The battle to find a place to park
BY CHRISTINE DE GRAW funds, perhaps the school should cannot tell other nations to take care of their environyour keister has replaced the everinvest in Porta-Sleeper Shelters.
ment. America can set an example for third world
present problem of parking your
These shelters, originally detheir intake of CFCs. The United
car. Within the Student Union, stu- reading material that Clark has no signed by a firm in Deerfield, III. countries by cutting
it has only seven percent of the worlds
dents can be seen circling like room for and has the aesthetic ap- as a solution for the homeless, are States. while
population, uses 15 percent of the worlds CFCs. Also,
sharks zeroing in on their prey, peal of a hospital waiting room.
portable cardboard shelters ,t t,
:Mb .0 isecl &ages can.,and should .be ,tising.teelmiaktY
- svttng for the chance to attack the
The Roost is one (if44110 TAN?’ waaraltile flk1bl1 up and carried Wit a to use safer refrigerants
in third world countries.
’%niTpty seat of an unwitting victim. comfortable places to gW’iVitti a’ ’built-in, handle.
Mr. Ariani uses the label, "left wing loonies"
Does this sound ridiculous?
Coated
for
water-resistance. because they voice a problem and want to do somemaximum capacity of 195 people
It is.
and all the warm food and drinks these one-person. I4-pound tents
under trees
Approximately 29.000 students that money can buy, it makes for a would be ideal for the rough thing about it. Ariani says he likes to sit
jobs being
seeing
see
squirrels
frolic,
etc.,
while
and
attend SJSU on a full-time basis. snug, cozy atmosphere.
weather. Just think, hundreds of
created and a higher standard of living. Now, it is unWhat choices do they have?
If you’re over 21 you can head students could camp on the lawns
One of the larger and least-ex- for the Spartan Pub. Beginning at in the roomy 3x3 cardboard castle. clear if Mr. Ariani is a leftist or a rightist, but he must
citing places to retreat is Clark Li- 11 a.m.. 180 seats are avail ible for
Instead of tearing down dorms be a loony because he wants the same thing that the
brary. Officials at Clark say they those who want to bring a different for new parking, as Fullerton men- "left wing loonies" want. It is good to want both.
have 1,753 seats available for stu- meaning to the phrase "toasty tioned at her most recent press con- however, you must be willing to make changes and
dents and lots of free reading warm."
ference, maybe she should give sacrifices. Countries do not want to go to war, but
make the sacrifice to keep what it believes in. You
material. Unfortunately, there is
Belonging to a sorority or fra- thought to some other fundamental
little conversational opportunity.
like a roof over can’t just turn away and say, "I see nothing wrong
ternity during bad weather can student needs
with what I’m doing."
Wahlquist Library North can have special perks. During breaks. their heads.
All of these misconceptions of Mr. Ariani can be
handle 567 people. This drab members can go to the house and
Christine De Graw is a Daily
overlooked. His biggest bluder, one that cannot be
building suits the collection of old he with their brothers and sisters.
staff writer
overlooked, is his statement, "today teachers try to
brainwash their children into believing the greenhouse
effect. . ." From his shallow scientific observations,
it doesn’t even appear Mr. Ariani has ever been in a
science classroom.
stead ot leaping at their last
Throughout my college career as a chemist and
The brilliant officials of Santa REPORTERS’ FORUM
through my student teaching, I have never seen or
chance.
Clara County are doing it again.
Santa Clara Mayor Everett N. heard a teacher trying to brainwash students. On the
No, this time they’re not losing
"Eddie" Souza wants the Giants contrary, science teachers teach that you cannot hat
Marine World or becoming the
but can’t seem to rally the City an argument without proper evidence to back it up. I
gun-control capital of the world
Council behind him. As usual, the spent a week on this particular subject (CFCs) doing
(not to mention the PCP capital of
council is too busy bickering and my student teaching and I can say with confidence
the world.)
trying to stop &WU to get its act that a vast majority of those high school students
After years of desperate struggle
could have written a more logical argument about the
together.
to gain respect and get on the map
Santa Clara City Councilman greenhouse effect and ozone depletion than Mr
as more than a suburb of San FranLarry Stone was chairman of a Arian’. My advice to Mr. Ariani is to take some set,
cisco, they’re blowing their best
chance to become more than the
BY LARRY SALISBURY group of ballpark proponents ence classes and learn a little bit about the subject NO
known as the South Bay Stadium he can sound a little educated while giving an arguplace where computers are built.
Task Force but now is powerless ment.
Their chance is in the shape of
Andy Kuuttila is a senior majoring in chemisu,
Bob Lurie and Art Agnos. Lurie the Giants. St. Petersburg. Florida because Santa Clara owns the probecause he wants to bring a cham- actually did offer Lurie the chance posed ballpark site on Highway and wrote this piece for Campus Voice
pionship baseball team to the to virtually write his own proposal. 237.
What South Bay fans are left
South Bay and Agnos because he Still the South Bay only has to tell
helped push the same team from Lurie that it wants the Giants and it with is a confused and divided
Letters to the Editor
group trying vainly to gather aeonhas a virtual lock on the team.
the North Bay.
Some criticize Lurie for playing census and put together a proposal,
If Santa Clara County in general
or Sunnyvale and Santa Clara spe- the South Bay off San Francisco in a baseball team owner looking to
cifically can assemble an accepta- order to boost the proposals from other cities for help, and a 143 acre
ble stadium proposal. the San both cities. So what? Baseball is a site sitting empty in Santa Clara. Editor,
Francisco Giants could be the business like any other. Would you What will happen? No one really
The policy concerning bicycle
campus ha,
Santa Clara Giants in just a couple go to a car dealer and take his first knows. But if the South Bay gotten out of hand. I understand use on
to create a
the
need
doesn’t
get
its
act
together soon, safe environment
offer? Only if you’re a bit lacking
of years.
for pedestrian travel and restricting
But it’s looking more and more between the ears. Lurie liked San we know what won’t happen. bicycle use to the streets
in and around a crowded
like the South Bay just can’t put Francisco, he wanted to stay there. We’ll still be a San Francisco sub- campus seems a logical course
of action.
aside its differences long enough to The citizens said no, so now he’s urb, and we still won’t have a proturning to his second choice. South fessional sports team.
agree on the chance of a lifetime.
My ire stems from the questionable placement of
Larry Salisbury is a Daily staff
Many other cities would offer Bay officials are still whining and
bike lanes on Seventh Street. These bike lanes are
almost anything to get a team like massaging their bruised egos, in- writer
very unsafe because they zigzag around obstacles
(poles and trash bins), are prohibitively narrow, are
Other Viewpoints
bordered on one side by a curb (Stanford’s bike lanes
are in the middle of
an
that
without
his
mary but predicted
opposition, it area congested with the street) and they intersect
The Roseville Press-Tribune
pedestrians.
would pass the Senate.
on moving the
The bill, AB368 by Assemblyman Jim Costa, Dpresidential primary to March
This situation brings up an interesting question of
Fresno, has already passed the Assembly with the
State Senate President I ’i lem I )avid Roberti support of Gov. George Deukmejian and most other liability. If, while riding in the bike lane, I encounter
should be applauded for finally putting the interests of leaders of both parties.
a pedestrian and bodies fly, who is responsible? Me?
29 million Californians above those of legislative inIt stalled in the Senate just 24 hours before the The pedestrian? Or is it San Jose State University s
cumbents.
Legislature adjourned its 1989 session last September fault?
Roberti announced Thursday he would no longer when Roberti suggested that the combination of an
oppose the advancement of California’s presidential earlier primary and the reapportionment of legislative
Stephen M. ’Santini)
primary from June to early March. 11w Los Angeles districts required after the 1990 census could cause
Senior
Democrat stopped short of endorsing the early pn- havoc in legislative primaries.
studie.

Students need shelter during winter

County missing the ball on Giants bid

Letter policy
The Spartan Daily welcomes letters to the editor. All letters may be editedfor grammar, libel and
length. The writer’s name, class level, major and
home phone number (not for publication) must accompany all letters. Letters may be delivered to the
Spartan Daily newsroom in Walhquist Library
North 104 or the Student Union information desk.
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Questionable bike policy
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Board to decide on continuance of
Hwy. 17 subsidized express bus route
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Adam Steinhauer
Daily staff writer

The Oct. 17 canhquake made
the commute from Santa Cruz to
SJSU easier for Sherman Perrigo.
Unable to drive over Hwy. 17,
Perrigo, a senior majoring in social
science, was forced to ride the bus
He has been a regular rider ever
since. "I’d don’t see myself ever
dnving over the hill again because
of the comfort and convenience."
Perrigo said.
The Santa Clara County Board
of Supervisors will vote Tuesday,
under the threat of a lawsuit.
whether or not to continue the
Hwy. 17 express bus service, that
Perrigo rides.
The bus line was established
under emergency earthquake legislation and is run jointly by the
Santa Clara County Transportation
Agency and the Santa Cruz Metropolitan Transit District.
Its buses run weekdays from 5
a.m. until 8:25 p.m. They stop at
the Scotts Valley Park and Ride
and 10 stops in San Jose including
the corner of Third and San Fernando streets and a stop on San
Fernando Street in front of Peanuts
Restaurant.
The lawsuit is being threatened
by Peerless Stages, a private bussing company who had a monopoly on the Hwy. 17 route before
the earthquake.
Peerless Stages, Inc. has been
contracting with Santa Clara and
Santa Cruz Transit and its buses
have been running along with
Santa Cruz Metro buses on the
Hwy. 17 express route.

YesterDaily
Because many students are not
on campus every day, YesterDaily
provides readers with a recap of
the previous day’s top stories.
The Spartan Bookstore was
shown to charge more for some of
its books than the suggested price
listed by the publisher.
Terry Crowley, a professor of
Library science said some of the
Spartan Bookstores’ prices are
higher than the publishers’ catalog.
Marjorie Drysdale, Spartan
Bookstore textbook manger said
the policy is to mark all books up
25 percent over invoice.
Poor classroom scheduling has
left students and instructors out in
the halls. Instructors are having
problems finding classrooms large
enough to accommodate their
students.Murray Suid, part-time
English teacher has to fit 30 students in a room set up for 15 students.
At the same time, small classes
are scheduled in large auditoriums.
0
Ford Motor Co. is sponsoring a
design class at SJSU to give stu-

dents in industrial design a chance
to gain some practical experience.

SJSU students will design the
interior and exterior of a city delivery truck, a long nose highway tractor and a cab-over-engine highway tractor.
Robert Banres, Ford heavey
truck designer will fly out from
Detroit once a month to meet with
design 124 students to check up on
their progress. Barnes said at the
end of the class students will make
a real presentation just like Ford
designers do.
Two students who worked on a
similar project last year are now interning at Ford Motor Co.
The first story in a three-part series which focuses on why SJSU
cannot get the funding it needs to
operate, reveals a $21 million
backlog of special repairs is
needed.
Because the SJSU payroll budget is so large and some repair
costs went over budget SJSU
won’t be able to make all of the
necessary repairs.

Disney bars
paid ads
from films
Walt
Disney Pictures announced it
will bar paid screen advertising from movie theaters
showing its films, prompting
complaints from some theater owners and advertising
executives.
LAS VEGAS (AP)

Terry Laughren, president
of Screenvision Cinema Network, the nation’s leading
cinema advertising company,
said the move could hurt theater owners, who receive
millions of dollars from such
advertisements annually.
"It’s real money. It’s not
pocket change," said Laughren, whose company has
placed ads in about 35 percent of the nation’s 17,500
first-run movie theaters.

THE SPARTAN PUB PRESENTS...

PROGRAM:
Brown Bag
RE-ENTRY
lunches, noon, SU.Pacheco Room Call
924-5931

INTERNATIONAL.
Weelky
Spanar Memonal Cal
"

AMNESTY

7Ih

MECHA: Garawal hotly Meeting 6 p rn
WLN 307 (Chicano Library Resource Ger
ten Call 275-8033

257-6050

WING CHUN MARTIAL ARTS CLUB
Meeting instruction 430 to 5 30 p m ri
front of SPX 89 Cal 578-2328

Costanoan Room

AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL: infornatior
Table 10 a m to 2 p m in front ot tne Stu
dent Union Call 257-6050
A.S.P.B.: Wednesday Nile Cinema
Do
The Right Thing 7 p m and 10 pm Admission of $2 Morris Dailey Auditorium Call
924-6261
VOVINAM VIETVOOAO: Maniai Arts Practice 8 p m SPX 202 Call 295-7125
CAMPUS MINISTRY: Bible Study Gospel
of Mark noon S U Mantels/a Room Call
298-0204
THURSDAY
SOCCER CLUB: Meeting. New Members
Welcome l230 pm SU Pacheco Roorn
Call 924-8570
RE-ENTRY
PROGRAM:
Brown
Bag
Administration Bulding
Lunches
noon
(Room 223) Call 924-5931
CATHOLIC NEWMAN COMMUNITY: Discussion Why Be Catholic? Living with the
Questions, 7 p m Campus Ministry Center
110th and San Carlos) Call 298-0204

FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT ASSOCIATION: Bankers of the 90s 5pm SU
ALCOHOLICS

ANONYMOUS
noon Campus Christian Center

Meeting

FRIDAY
SOCCER CLUB: Practice Indoor New
Members Welcome 5 15 p m SPX 44 Call
924-8570

SULLYT ENGLISH SOCIETY: Valentines Day open reading (Topic bye good
and Pad) 230 pm, Faculty Office BOON
Room 104 Call 272-3505
SJSU FOLK DANCE

CLUB: Intl Folk
Dance Class. 8 pm -9 p m (teaching), 9
pm
11 pm (Requests) Women s Gym,
Spartan Complex Rm 89 Call 293-1302 or
287-6369

A.S.

PROGRAM BOARD: Reggae concert
with Joe Higgs, Zulu Spear and Uprising 9
pm,SU Ballroom Call 924-6261
CAMPUS MINISTRY: lace Candlelight
Prayer 7 30 p m Campus Ministry Chapel
a Oth and San Carlos) Call 298-0204
SUNDAY
CAMPUS MINISTRY: Sunday worship
l045 am (Lutheran) 6 30 p m and 8 pm
(Catholtci Campus Christian Center Chapel
(10th and San Carlos) Call 298-0204

A.S.P.B. The Bone Daddies ( reggae -funk
group). noon S U Ampitheatre Call 924E261

C7

Love Bearty
giving

from

Rose Arrangements $13
i

Dozens

Balloons
. SBtuLasktieetsd Animals

Roses

GO

Call for Prue

S.A.F.E.R. (Student Affiliation For Env)ronmental Respect): Meeting 5 p m Dudley Moorhead Hall (Room 235A1 Call 924
5468

_4 ’jou
915

E. :Julian St.

-
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X -Street 19th

993-0382

"I’vefutalk discovered
the formula for taking
the late nights out
of lab class . .."

PS/2 Model 30 286I Mbmemory, 80286 (10 MHz) pronek.soc one
3.5 -inch diskette drive (I.44Mb). 20Mb fixed disk drive, IBM Mouse.
8513 Color Display, DOS 4.0, Microsoft Windows/286. Wird ao,**
hl/C. Windows Express:" MX: Windows Manager’"
and hIK: Windows Color’ $2,299

EDDIE
GALE
GROUP

P5/2 Model 50 Z-1 Mb memory, 80286
Jiglorkthera,asal
141111116111r
111
(10 MHz) pnweetor. one 3.5 -inch diskette
drive (I.44Mb). 30Mb fixed disk drive, Micro
Channel" architecture. IBM Mouse, 8513 Color Display,
DOS 4.0, Microsoft Windows/286, Word 5.0,** Excel.**
hDC Windows Express. MX: Windows Manager
and MX: Windows Color. $2,799

11.14

11.1111

PS/2 Model 55 SX-2Mb memory
80.386SX" (16 MHz) processor
one 3.5 -inch diskette drive (1.44Mb), 60Mb fixed disk drive.
Micro Channel architecture, IBM Mouse, 8513 Color Ihsplay, DOS 4.0,
Microsoft Windows/386, Word 5.0," Excel," hDC Windows Express,
hDC Windows Manager and hDC Windows Color. $3,499

February 13, 8:30 pm

EXCLUSIVE ENGAGEMENT!
NO COVER CHARGE!

WEDNESDAY
STUDENT SERVICES: Information day. 9
a.m to 2 p m Balloons, $500 in prizes, free
gets. Student Union

as cloy

77tis new year, resolve to maintain the perfect chemistry between work and fun. We’ve just made it
easier, because now you can get a terrific buy on an IBM Personal System/2, with easy-to -use software
loaded and ready to go.
What’s more, when you buy the PS/2,6 you will get a mouse pad. a 3.5 -inch diskette holder, and a
power stripall free. And you’re entitled to a great low price on the PRODICA service. Aside front all
this, right now there are special savings on three of the most popular IBM Pugin nters."
1900. Stop in today!
But this offerlike the holidayswon’t last long.* Offer ends fehrtiar

be there for the debut of our new music
series for an evening of jazz with the

A jazz luminary in our own backyard,
Eddie Gale has worked with such pioneers as
John Coltrane, Sun Ra. and Cecil Taylor.
The Spartan Pub welcomes him and his unique
style of traditional and fusion jazz for
a return engagement in conjunction with
African Awareness Month.

CAMPUS CRUSADE FOR CHRIST: Prime
time Somewhere Out There. Someone is
Waiting for You, 7.05 p m, Engineering
Building Auditorium Call 294-4249

B.P.A.A.: Balbon Bonanza
Street Call 295-6192

Just in time for the holidays: great savings on IBM PS/2’s.

TUESDAY
NIGHT LIVE!

JAZZ
THE EDDIE GALE GROUP
KICKS OFF OUR TUESDAY
NIGHT LIVE SERIES!

3

SpartaGuide
SparteGuide is a daily calendar
available to SJSU student faculty
and stall organizations at no charge
Forms are available in the Daily
newsroom wahoquist Library North
Room 104 and at the Information
Center of the Student Union The
deadline for entries is 10 a m No
phone-in items will be accepted

Henry Servine, a policy aide to
Supervisor Ron Gonzalez, said
that the board would probably vote
Stop Si
for the extension.
...Peanut’s
But Wetter said that, although
San Frookorto St lit
TODAY
all of the supervisors support Hwy
SJSU
17 bus service, another part of the SAILING CLUB AND RACING TEAM: Gen
era] meeting 730 pm SU Pacheco
issue may complicate the vote.
l-280
Wetter said that control of the Room
bus route will have to be opened up PUBLIC RELATIONS STUDENT SOCIETY
$2 round-trip
to competitive bidding with private OF AMERICA (PRSSA): Fetxuary Monthly
Hwy. 17
Stan ai
companies, in March, which may Meeting. 6 30 pm SU Guadalupe Room
\....\...............
111/Santa a Village
get too expensive for the board.
c4iN (415) 656-5853
"Everyone is in favor of the AIESEC: General Meeting 6p m BC 208
"lb concept," Wetter said. "What it WING CHUN MARTIAL ARTS CLUB: Inwill come down to is how much struction Demonstration 7 to 9 p m in front
Daily Graphic -T. Thompson
But Ron Curtis, treasurer of money they will have to approve." of SPX 89 Call 578-2328
Mark Linder, assistant general
Peerless Stages, said that the comCYCLING CLUB: Crucial fund-raising meetpany does not make as much as it manager of the Santa Cruz Metro- ing 6 30 pm SU Montalyo Room Call
politan
explained
Transit
District,
did when it ran the Hwy. 17 route
292-2511
and can’t compete with the govern- that Santa Cruz Metro has made an
CLUB: Practice Indoor New
ment-subsidized Santa Clara and agreement with the federal govern- SOCCER
ment to open up the Highway 17 members welcome 515 pm SPX 44 Call
Santa Cruz transit agencies.
"If you’re a government-subsi- service to competitive bidding in 924-8570
dized business, government subsi- exchange for government funding CHICANO LIBRARY RESOURCE CENTER: Brown Bag Seminar Of elia Melendez
dies cover 75 cents of every dollar of the purchase of 9 new buses.
Linder said that Santa Cruz presentation on Hispanic Women in the
of operating expenses," Curtis
said. "All we want is a fair shake Metro will be bidding among the Ails noon Wahlquist North (Room 3071
private companies and hopes to Call 924-2707 or 924-2815
out of this thing."
CHRISTIAN
Executives at Peerless have been keep the Hwy. 17 service in June ASIAN
AMERICAN
threatening their lawsuit ever since when the competitive bidding pro- FELLOWSHIP: Fellowship meeting. 7 pm .
cess
will
be
complete.
the launch of the express service
Spartan Memonal Chapel Call 224-4526
Servine said that he expected to
after the earthquake, according to
MARKETING CLUB: First general meeting.
see
SJSU
students
who
commute
Santa Clara County Transit
3 30 pm.AS Council Chambers Call 28117
express
at
Highway
on
the
spokeswoman Deborah Wetter.
3161.
meeting
because
they
Tuesday’s
"I don’t think that they have a
MINISTRY: Women in the Bible
very good case." County Supervi- had shown up m speak at all of the CAMPUS
Our Stones. 4 30 p m, Campus
sor Zoe Lofgren. Although Lof- past meetings where the route was Reclaiming
Christian Center (10th and San Carlos) Call
gren wouldn’t say how she would discussed.
Fare for the Highway 17 express 298-0204
vote on Tuesday, she did say, "I
have made no secret of my supon route is two dollars for a round trip CAMPUS MINISTRY: Prayer and Shanng,
of bus service between San Jose and includes a Santa Clara County noon, Campus Christian Center Call 298Transit day pass.
0204
and Santa Cruz."

SCC Transit
express bus service

C_,

How’re you going to do it?
On sale at the Spartan Bookstore
Promotion ends Feb, 15 at 5 pm.

MOW
adikl=

PS/2 it!
1-7..

Tres offer in ended to awaked sweets ’acuity and stall who ale, an BM P5/2 Model 8530 E 21 as..so oil or 8555 061 through February 15 1990 Pones quoted
do not Inducts safes fa, handung ancor procesprg charges Check reth Karr meld ul., reganang these charges (Sclera are sulaect so wadatakty roes am
subsect to change and IBM may wrthdraw the prornonon ram tone rethout wnI ten nonce
"Mesosof Word and E vcel are the Audensc Edaons
sIBM. Personal 9ystem/2 end PS/2 we mastered trademarks of inlemaironal Buswess Machmes Corporator, PISCOGS ,s a mastered stews mark and trademark
of Prodigy Sennces Company a partnership of BSA and Sews Microsoft e a napalmed trademark of Microsoft Caporenon
Propnnter and kayo Channel we trademarks 01 Internallonal auerwari Machetes Corponshon hDC Windowe Express h0C We-down Manager and h0C Waldo«,
Color are trademarks of h0C Cartons, Corporeal 803B6St ts a trademark of Infel Communal owe Corp 1989
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Spartans face tough
game against Stanford

Breakfast with Bob

Blame Don King
for Tyson’s loss
KING should crown
DON
1)on King heavyweight
champion ot the world
Why not The man whose
hairmyk Wks like he spends
much of his time next to a light socket is doing everything else to
comipt the sport. The hosing
world of the 1990s carries with it a
wretched stench King cannot
be ignored.
James Buster Douglas
dominated tomer heavyweight
champion Mike Tyson throughout
their weekend bout and KO’d the
one -nine invincible fighter with a
series of crushing blows in the
10th round, yet the boxing elite the World Boxing Association and
the World Boxing Council refuse to recognize Douglas as
champion.
It’s not the 10th round knockout
that Tyson. King and the two
boxing elite bodies are
questioning; it’s the knockdown
that occured in the eighth round
when Tyson sent Douglas to the
canvas with eight seconds. The
referee did not begin his 10 count
until four seconds after the official
timekeeper. which means Douglas
had 13 seconds to recuperate.
Douglas could have gotten up
sooner, possibly at six. But most
boxers are taught to stay down
until late in the count to regain
their senses.
Douglas did.
He listened to the referee and is
now being penalized.
What happened to the good old
days when the referee’s word was
sacred, like an umpire’s is in
baseball?
Should Douglas have peered
around the referee and looked for
the so-called official timekeeper?
Tyson was the unanimous
heavyweight champion of the
world and was knocked out
dazed like he’s never been dazed
before.
his
DIDN’T take
HE
opponent seriously and
should face the
consequences. Tyson should face
his defeat like he indicated in his
post-fight press conference when
, he said, "I’ve lost before. But I
just want to lose fairly."
But with King’s brainwashing
evident, Tyson continued with a
remark more unbelievable than his
loss, "I still feel I’m heavyweight
champion of the world."
King has already helped
deteriorate Tyson’s career by
taking him away from his former
trainer Kevin Rooney and former
manager Bill Cayton. in addition
to subjecting the 23-year-old to
urban nightlife.
Cayton and Rooney along with
Tyson’s former co-manager
Jimmy Jacobs and former trainer
Cus D’Amato made the
"Brooklyn street thug" into the
richest boxer ever.
D’Amato took Tyson in as his
own son. D’Amato with Rooney’s
assistance instilled the dicipline
necessary to become world champion.
D’Amato died in 1985, leaving
Tyson heartbroken. Jacobs died of
leukeniia in 1988.
Tyson was vulnerable and the
"vulture" King stepped in.
I agree with former
heavyweight champion Larry
Holmes’ opinion when he said "I
think Don has sold black to
Tyson."
King turned Tyson away from
Cayton by using a racial basis for
the action and the "we should
stick together" attitude.
Wasn’t D’Amato, the man who
cared about Tyson more than
anyone else, white?
King in reality is exploiting a
fellow member of his race rather
than assisting him.
In 1988 Cayton lowered his
percentage share of Tyson’s
winnings from the going rate of 33
percent to 20 percent.
The minutely needed King was
paid three million dollars to copromote" the Tyson-Spinks bout.
As Rooney said in a television
interview Sunday: "Amateurs are
training Mike Tyson. If M.T.
comes home and trains with us,
we will beat Buster Douglas."
That sounds great. but Iron
Mike first has to contend with Don
King, the new heavyweight
champion of the world.
Robert Mallard is the associate
editor in charge of sports
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1,1 ifi,-c/ing through their first
five games undefeated. the SJSU
baseball team will get its first real
challenge today at Stanford
The Cardinal, winners of two of
the last three N(’AA championships, are loaded again. StantOrd is
ranked in the top five nationally in
every major preseason poll. The
team has started the season with a
9-I record.
"This year they look unstoppable." Spartan pitcher Dave Tellers
said. To me, they are the team to
beat. They’ve got good defense,
good offense. and their pitching
staff is lust as good as ours if not
better."

staff photographer

Spartan center Kenne Young scores two off of a turnover during
the Spartans’ 88-83 loss to Utah State Saturday. Young scored 25
points in a losing effort..

Utah State hands
SJSU hoopsters
loss at Rec Center
By Harry Mok
start writer
For most of the first halt
against Utah State. the SJS(J
men’s basketball team looked
like a team that had lost six in a
row.
In the end. the Spartans increased their streak to seven
with a 88-83 loss to Utah State
Saturday before 1,664 spectators at the Rec Center.
SJSU dropped to 5-16 overall
and 2-10 in Big West Conference play. The Aggies (12-11
overall and 6-6 in the Big West)
ended a four-game skid with the
win.
The Spartans travel to Stockton Thursday to play the University of Pacific in a Big West
game.
In close losses this season,
the Spartans have a pattern to
trail early, then catch up and
lose it in the end.
When the two teams met in
Logan, Utah last month, the
Aggies jumped to an early firsthalf lead only to have SJSU
close at halftime.
The Spartans trailed by one
with 45 seconds left, but a stolen pass and a breakaway basket
secured a 77-72 win for the Aggies.
SJSU coach Stan Morrison
said Saturday that his team had
"one foot in the grave and the
other on a banana peel."
"We just don’t have the guys
that have been there before." he
said of his team’s inexperience.
"The defense was really had.
Time and time again guys
would refuse to move their
feet."
A barrage of three-point baskets by both teams set the tone
and made the difference in the
game.
Sparked by three consecutive
three-point goals by guard Mike
Wasserburger. the Spartans
made a late run in the first halfund closed the score to 50-41 at
intermission. They trailed by as
much as 14 early and never held
the lead in the game.
Wasserburger was 5-of-8
from the three-point stripe and
had 17 points in 15 minutes.
Prior to the game he was 8-of 33 from three-point range.
"Obviously. Wasserburger’s
performance was good," Morrison said. "All of it in crucial
situations."
Center Kenne Young led the
Spartans with 25 points and nine
rebounds.
He broke his nose against
Fresno State last week but said
it didn’t bother him Saturday.
"It’s straight," Young said.

Last season the Spartans won
both meetings against Stanford
Tellers was credited with a Wilt
each time in relief. SAL" won 14-8
at StantOrd. then came back three
weeks later with a 7-6 win in 10 in ’Om!. at SIM,

Second baseman Troy Paulsen is
Stanford’s other main offensive
leader. He has a .315 career average at Stanford. In the Cardinal’s
win at Hawaii Saturday, he went
five for five and drove in four runs.
Spartan pitcher Mark Ringkamp
11-0) will he called upon to stop
Stanford. Ringkamp beat Cal Poly
San Luis Obispo earlier this season
his first start.
Spartan coach Sam Piraro has
said that SJSU enjoys the rivalries

SPORTS

A.S.
PROGRAM
BOARD
PRESENTS

ONE LARGE ONE ITEM
PIZZA and FOUR LARGE
FOUNTAIN SODAS
for only

$10.00
MON. THURS, 7.30. lop rn
VALID UNTIL 212819
THIS COUPON MUST BE
PRESENTED UPON ORDERING
rms nal
6. ......

REGGAE FEST ’90
JOE HIGGS

ZULU SPEAR
guest
UPRISING
Friday Feb. 16th
9 PM Doors open 8 PM
San Jose State University
Stu nt Union Ballroom
18 &over general admission $81510 door
All students 18 anytime
funded by Associated Students
Tickets at BASS 81A.S. Bus. Office

s.

AFRICAN
AWARENESS
MONTH

for more info call (408) 924-6260

1/4/

/J .A

Also the. BoneDaddys
12:00 Noon
Thursday Feb. 15th
Free Admission
Student Union Ampitheater

in gt/farch
a’ay cin.cf gc.gister at
Wahlquist Library South
Yee: $18.00
Test Date: March. 1 7th
2:3Peactritte: February 22n1

Students1FacultylStaff

IBM Personal System/2’
Promotional Specials
Until February 15,1990, you can still get pre-configured IBM P5/2* personal computer
packages at special savings! Call your local IBM Education Program Coordinator at
Photo & Sound Company for full details on ordering.
Configuration #1
I MIS RAM, 20MB Fixed Disk (order #6179209)
liN1 PS/2 Model 10 286

Free throws by Aggie guard
Kendall Youngblood made the
score 83-76. A layup by SJSU
guard Tom Desiano cut the lead
to five before Wasserburger hit
his last three-pointer with 35
seconds left.
"Wasserburger had a good
game against us in Logan,"
Utah State coach Kohn Smith
said. "I think when he secs
Utah State his eyes light up."
With the 45 second shot clock
off. the Spartans were forced to
press and foul. Four more free
throws by Youngblood and one
by forward Jeff Parris sealed the
victory for Utah State.
Youngblood led the Aggies
with 22 points and was 10-of-10
from the free-throw line.

Today’s game is at Stanford.
with the first pitch scheduled for 2
p.111.

YOU NEED THE
SPARTAN PUB!

Writittg Skiffs (Test

SPARTAN

He said SJSU guard Troy Batistie unwittingly gave him
some motivation with some
vocal barbs on the court.
"After I made my first one
Batistie said ’you better keep
making those’ so that gave me
some incentive."
Late in the game, the three
point goal brought the Spartans
back again.
Wasserburger hit one from 21
feet to cut the lead to 81-76 with
1:55 left.

GET
STUFFED!

egLsterJor the

Daily

"Nobody really hit me today."
Immediatly after Monday’s
105-69 loss to ninth-ranked
University
of
Nevada-Las
Vegas, Nevada Young flew
home and had his nose re-broken and set.
He said he was disapointed
with the loss but didn’t want to
use inexperience as an excuse.
"We’re inexperienced. Yes.
But we’re no loner a young
team." he said. "We worked
hard, so I’m not really disapointed with the effort. But our
lackadaisical defense didn’t
help."
Utah State guard Matt Barnes
matched Wasserburger in the
second half with three threepointers of his own after the
Spartans had closed the score to
62-60.
"That was probably the key
to the game," Morrison said.
Barnes was 4-of-4 from
three-point range and finished
with 12 points. He was 13 -of-52
from the three-point line before
the game.

you say you want to go

with teams such as Santa Clara and
Stanford However. the team does
not concentrate MI IUSi those local
teams.
"Those arc our big games. Pm rant) said. "We want to heat those
guys, no doubt about it. But we
don’t focus on it

Right fielder Paul Carey is the
Cardinal’s top offensive threat
Carey, a preseason All-American.
has started all four seasons he has
been at Stanford. Last year he batted .333 with 16 home runs and 51
RBIs.
Stanford coach Mark Marquess
called Carey "the top power hitter
in college baseball," in the Stanford media guide. Carey’s 40 career home runs places him second
on the Cardinal’s all-time list, just
two behind Rick Lundblade.

Michael Caulfield Daily

rlate, you ft On campus, and

CO#figUrat 1011 #2

IBM I’L;/2 Model S)/
Ii

’ii #

IBM PS/2

$2,299

I MB RAM, 30MB faxed Disk (order 0,17421W

$2,799

:MB RAM. 01MIS Fixed Disk (order *0,17921

Model 55/SX

$3,499

,AiiiigaMilig=WIA\ 4

Configuration #4 4MB RAM, 60MB Fixed Disk (order #6179212)
IBM PS/2 Model 70-Lb I

$4,699

IBM PRINTERS: (with printer cable)
4201/003 Proprinter III
4207/002 Proprinter X24E
4208/002 Proprinter XL24E

$399
$549
S669

Each configuration includes the IBM PS/2 Enhanced Keyboard, IBM Mouse, the 8513 Color Display,
DOS 4.0, Microsoft Word, Microsoft Windows (286 or 386), Microsoft Excel Academic Version(except
Model 30286), hDC Windows Express, hDC Windows Manager, hDC Windows Color, Matesys File
Manager, IBM Mouse Pad, Diskette Case and Power Strip.
IBM. Personal System/2. P5/2 are registered trademark. and Propnnter is a trademark 01 International Business k1achtne,

orporation

PHOTO &SOU N D
OMP

A

N

IBM EPC Representative: Lorne Beach

(408) 453-6220

&Mon:et
Pitesonai
Computer
Dealer
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Baseball team
has big weekend
winning two
By Mike Moeller
Daily staff mow
The men’s baseball team exploded over the weekend, sweeping the Golden Eagles from California State University Los
Angeles, 5-1 on Friday and 12-1
on Saturday. For the Spartans. the
big innings were the keys to the
victories, improving their record to
5-0 for the season.
The Spartans didn’t waste any
time on Saturday, knocking in
eight runs on seven hits, to take au
8-1 lead by the end of the second
inning. The team followed it up in
the third inning by scoring another
four runs to make it 12-1. Starting
pitcher Donnie Rea picked up his
first win of the year. allowing only
two hits in his first start of the season.
"In the past we have had a lot of
one-run games, the team just
didn’t have the offense," head
coach Sam Piraro said. "This season we have a different type of
team. In all five games this season,
we have had the big innings. Good
teams bunch their hits and this is
the first time that we have the capability to do just that."
With two outs in the bottom of
the second inning, center fielder
Greg Mugg stole second and then
was driven home after shortstop
Steve Anderson ripped a triple to
deep right field, his second in as
many games. The Spartans followed with two doubles by Eric
Booker and Jeff Ball to increase
their lead 3-1.
"Last season. I kept pulling my
head up and I wasn’t concentratMg." Anderson said. "I worked
real hard on it during the off season
and I think that it has helped. This

SPARTAN

SPORTS
season, any way you look at this
team, we are solid up and down the
lineup. Anybody can get in there
and drive a ball, there are no
slouches on this team. ’
A pitching change by the Eagles
did nothing to stop the rout. An
error by the Eagles second baseman kept the rout alive when Pete
D’Errico blooped a single over the
pitcher, scoring Mike Gonzales
and sending Ball to third. Right
fielder Jorge Mora sent another
triple to the waft, scoring both
D’Errico and Ball.
After a pop-up dropped into
shallow center field for a single.
the Spartans began to work on the
third Eagle pitcher of the inning. A
line drive single by catcher Matt
Brown scored the final run of the
inning, sending Ozzie Fernandez
home. By the end of the inning.
the Spartans had gone through
their whole rotation of hitters,
sending 14 batters to the plate.
"It is great to see the team be
able to do this," Piram said. "The
guys needed to gain the confidence
from this. I am happy that the team
could hit this well with two outs."
"Getting eight runs in one inning is great, it takes a lot of the
pressure off of you and you can
relax," winning pitcher Donnie
Rea said. "I did fairly well for my
first start of the season, but I still
need to work on my control and
hitting the spots. I hope that we

Julie Lyon Rogers

can just keep swinging the bats like
we did today."
The Spartans came out in the
third inning still charged up as second baseman Mike Gonzales drove
a ball to the fence for a stand up
double. Gonzales was sent home
by third baseman Ball after he hit a
line drive over the second baseman’s head. This ended the day for
the third Eagle pitcher. The Spartans got one run on a wild pitch
and catcher Matt Brown drove in
the final run.
On Friday, the first game of the
series, the Spartans trailed the Eagles by one pin when the team
erupted for five runs in the bottom

of the sixth inning to take the lead.
The Spartans had yet to get a hit
for the first five innings when Greg
Mugg drove the first pitch of the
inning to deep left center field for a
triple. After walking Booker, the
Eagles pitcher gave up a hard single to designated hitter Brad Mornhinweg that drove in Mugg and put
a man on third and one on first.
Steve Anderson drove in the next
two runs when he hit a triple down
the first base line. A wild pitch
brought Anderson home with the
final run of the game for the Spartans.
Starting pitcher Dave Tellers
battled all day with the Eagles hit-

Jose Canseco agrees to $2 million sum
OAKLAND (AP) Jose Canseco agreed Monday to a one-year.
$2 million contract with the Oakland Athletics, a $400,000 raise
over last year but well shy of the
huge totals other superstars have
received this winter.
The right fielder had been
scheduled to have an arbittation
hearing in Los Angeles on
Wednesday. He was seeking $2.2
million while the A’s were offering
$1.6 million, the same as last year.
Canseco, 25. hit .269 with 17
home runs and 57 RBIs in 1989
after missing the first half of the
year with a broken left hand. The
1988 American League Most
Valuable Player hit .294 with one
titanic homer and 3 RBIs in the AL
playoffs against Toronto and hit
.357 with a home run and 3 RBIs
against San Francisco in the World
Series.
His 1990 salary will match that
of teammate Rickey Henderson,
making the outfielders technically
the team’s highest-paid players.

But both Henderson and Stewart, note," the agent said, referring to
whose salary is $850,000 this year, comments by A’s general manager
recently got hefty signing bonuses Sandy Alderson that Canseco’s
with multi-year, multimillion-dol- off-the-field troubles should affect
lar deals that Canseco could not at- his contract worth.
tain.
Alderson was away from his ofJeff Borris of the Beverly Hills fice and not immediately available
Sports Council, which represents for comment.
Canseco, said both sides were
A year ago. Canseco got a thenpleased with the contract.
record raise of $1,305,000 to $1.6
"There was a lot of controversy million after becoming the first
in the papers over the last month, player to hit 40 homers and steal
but it ended on a very positive 40 bases in the same season. But
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Spartan shortstop Steve Anderson slides into second base during Saturday’s 12-1 win over Cal State L.A.

LOUISIANA HOT LINK

ON A FRESHLY- BAKED FRENCH ROI
ONLY $1.49 (reg. $3.25)

like San Francisco Giants outfielder Kevin Mitchell, another
slugger who has generated negative headlines and annoyed his
bosses, this time he is effectively
being told to show he can do it
again in order to be rewarded with
a long-term contract.

ters giving up six hits and one run them off the hook," Tellers said.
in seven innings. Unlike Rea, who "We have a real good pitching
had a lead throughout the game. staff this year and I know that the
coach will not mind going to the
Tellers was not as lucky.
bullpen if the starters can’t per"It was real frustrating on Fri- form. No matter who is pitching in
day because I would have the hit- the game, you need the hitting to
ters at 0-1 or 0-2 and I would let back you up."

NEED AN EXTRA UNIT?
Its easy! Take I icid Studies in Ntatural Studies in Natural
History’s "the Other California" Program & earn that unit
while having a great time learning about the natural/cultural
history of the Central and San Joaquin valleys.
Natural Science 152g fulfills the Area tfart 3,
steal
Universe, G.E. requirement. Two Fridaptikveninglactures
(3/2 & 4/20) and two "ovemighters"S100-1,4Ma9).
For more information, call or write:
Field Studies in Natural History
Office of Continuing Education
Admin. 107
924-2625
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Domino Computer
Self Service

Centers

DO IT YOURSELF AND SAVE!
Install and configure or repair your own computer!
Our highly trained technicians will help you install or repair your computer at our sell
service center, with complete access to our equipment and accessories. Dealer and endusers are welcome -- an excellent opportunity to install your computer to resell to your
friends!!

AT System

12 MU ST System
Motherboard (OK RAM)
Chassis (150W power supply)
360K floppy drive & cable
250K DRAM Set

$75
$65
$65
$19

Accessories for both XT & AT
Mono card
$25
Mono monitor
$75
EGA Card
$80
EGAmonitor
$340
1611t VGA card
$120
$360
VGA monitor
Multisync monitor
$495
I/0 card (All
$30
1.44/3.5 floppy drive
$75
$245
XT 20 MB hard disk
$195
AT 20 MB hard disk
$400
68 MB hard disk
controller
$625
80 MB hard disk with dual
$995
150 MB hard disk
(25ms)
$395
44MB hard disk

Special
386 33MI17. Motherboard (OK)

$1300

5% Off if you bring in this ad
Priers

subject

to change without notice

286/12 Motherboard (OK) RAM
386SX 16MHz Motherboard (OK)
386/20 Motherboard (OK)
386/25 Motherboard (OK)
Standard chassis
200W Power supply
101 Keyboard
1.2 MB floppy drive
1:1 interleave dual controller

$155
$350
$650
$700
$55
$50
$34
$75
$80

Prices for configured systems
xr/ 12MHz/ 256K/Mono

286/ 12MHz/640K/Mono
386SX/ 16MHz/IM /Mono
386/20/IM/Mono
386/25/1M/Mono
386/33/1M/Mono

$375
$633
$870
$1070
$1220
$1800

Call for other products

Domino Computer
Self Service Center
976 Hanson Court, Milpitas, Ca 95035
409-9166991

At Great Aitsoca, mill meet aid work
with hundreds of km people just like
yourself. So you won’t be lonely. Arid you
won’t be bored since you went be
broke. Our wages ere up to 86.25 an
hour premium pay for weekends, and
transportation subsidies to assist with your
commute.
All told, it’ll improve your social life
greatly, not to mention your cereer. You
could gain valuable supervisory end
people stalls

Our schedules fit perfectly arcurid your
school schedule. Work pat-time in the
spring and fall and full-time during the
summer. We have positions available in all
areas of the pat (rides, tickets, food
services, administrative, security, in-hoi ice
bank tellers, sweepes...). The sooner you
apply, the better your chances of picking
the job, and hours, you want
Stop by the perk or call us at (408) 9881800 to apply. We’re located at 2401
Agnew Road off Mission College Blvd. in
Santa Cara. Were an equal opportunity
employer.
Carprem.< steno cad kr ’,Wahl end vade proacrs

IIIIZAT AMERICA.
It’s fun. Do it.
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Galileo spaceship takes Venus photos Voyager 1 on way out;
to photograph system
Facts about Venus:
Foul-up
Greenhouse on Venus

with cameras
threatens trip
PASADENA (AP) NASA’s
Galileo spacecraft developed camera trouble Saturday after zooming
around cloud -covered Venus in a
"celestial billiard shot" that
speeded the robot explorer toward
its 1995 encounter with Jupiter.
Although the glitch threatened
to prevent Galileo from snapping
five dozen more pictures of Venus
Saturday night and next week, project scientist Torrence Johnson of
NASA’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory
said it should cause no permanent
problems for the mission.
Mission director Neal Ausman
said the TV camera shutter, after
taking 16 planned pictures of
Venus early today, clicked open
and closed 452 times, twice per
minute, apparently because of
faulty commands from the probe’s
main computer.
Ausman, speaking at a news
conference, said the unwanted
computer commands then stopped
for reasons not immediately understood, and a NASA was working
to fix the problem.
The extra exposures weren’t recorded, the malfunction won’t
harm the 16 pictures that were
taken, the camera was undamaged.
and engineers shut off the camera
until it can be repaired. project
manager Dick Spehalski said.

-Second planet hum the sum
Greerthouee effect causes surface
temperatures of 900 degrees Famadsait.
Atroospheric pressure is 90 times that

on earth.
The 2.1i-ton spacecraft made its
closest approach to Venus at 9:59
p.m. PST Friday . It was supposed
to pass 10.028 miles above the furnace-like surface of the second
planet from the sun, but actually
came three or four miles closer,
said mission science and design
manager Bill O’Neil.
"We have clearly achieved the
sole objective of going to Venus: a
trajectory that will help us ultimately reach Jupiter," he said.

Wind, clouds studied
The pictures taken will he used
to study wind and cloud patterns
and search for lightning that might
indicate the presence of volcanoes
erupting beneath the clouds.
The spacecraft’s ultraviolet. visible and infrared light sensors studied the makeup of Venus’ carbon
dioxide
atmosphere,
mapped
cloud -top temperatures and looked
for the glow of the hot lower atmosphere backlighting cooler clouds
overhead. Johnson said.
The pictures and data were
stored on Galileo’s tape recorder.
and won’t be sent back to Earth
until October when tne spacecraft
is close enough to transmit the
material with its low-gain antenna.
That antenna now can be used only

for communications to keep Galileo operating
Galileo’s main umbrella-shaped
antenna must remain furled to protect it from sunlight until after the
craft cruises past Earth on Dec. K.
The $135 billion mission will
also let Galileo examine Earth, its
moon and one or two asteroids before the spacecraft separates into
an orbiter and a small probe in July
1995. In December 1995, they arrive at Jupiter. the solar system’s
largest planet, after a 2.4-billionmile trip, including 182 million
miles to reach Venus.
Galileo was deployed from
space shuttle Atlantis last Oct. 18.
Ausman said the photos and
measurements of Venus were secondary to the main purpose of the
flyby: using the planet as a "gravity slingshot" to expand the spacecraft’s orbit and boost its speed
from 83.750 mph to 88.740 mph.
"We have gained enough energy out of this celestial billiard
shot to get the energy we need to
make it all the say to Jupiter,"
Johnson said.
Galileo will use the Earth as a
gravity slingshot next December
and again Dec. R. 1992, so it will
be properly aimed toward Jupiter.
Ausman said.

Shuttle to take secret mission
CAPE CANAVERAL, Ha. i AP) -- Space
Shuttle Atlantis will lift off early on the morning of
Feb. 22 on a secret military mission. NASA announced Saturday.
Shuttle managers said after a two-day flight
readiness review that the launch would occur sometime between 12 a.m. and 4 a.m., the fourth afterdark liftoff in 34 shuttle missions.
Feb. 22 has been the target date for some
time, and the review turned up nothing to change
that. "There are no significant problems standing
in the way of launch," said a NASA statement.
Replacement of a main engine turbopump had
threatened a one-day delay, but that work was completed-Saturday withouraffecting the schedule.
Because Atlantis’ payload is classified, the
Pentagon and NASA will not announce the precise
launch time until nine minutes before blastoff to
make it harder for Soviet satellites and reconnaissance ships sitting offshore to track the spaceship.
However, sources close to the project said Atlantis and its crew of five military officers are to
take off at 1:14 a.m.

The sources, who spoke on condition of anonymity, also said the shuttle’s payload is a 37,300pound satellite with a dual role to snap high-resolution reconnaissance photos and eavesdrop on military and diplomatic communications.
They said the payload will be launched into a
high-inclination orbit that will cover most of the
Soviet Union, including northern areas not previously overflown by shuttle-launched spy satellites.
The Russians have heavy concentrations of naval
ships and submarines and several missile bases in
the far north.
The satellite, known by the code name AFP731, was loaded into Atlantis’ cargo bay early Saturday.
The crew for the four-day mission is commanded by Navy Capt. John 0. Creighton. The
others arc Air Force Col. John H. Casper, the pilot,
and the mission specialists, Marine Lt. Col. David
C. Hilmers. Air Force Col. Richard M. Mullane
and Navy Lt. Cmdr. Pierre J. Thuot.
Creighton, Hilmers and Mullane have flown
on previous shuttle missions.

Soviet cosmonauts
prepared for Mir station
MOSCOW (AP) Two Soviet
cosmonauts prepared to blast off
for the Mir space station Sunday
morning to replace two cosmonauts who have spent six months in
orbit, the official lass news
agency said.
The Soyuz-TM capsule carrying
Anatoly Solovyov and Alexander
Balandin was scheduled to rocket
skyward at 9:16 a.m. Moscow
time and link up later with the Mir.

Their mission is to last six months.
Soviet television said the launch
would be carried live, and a quartet
of American astronauts Jerry
Ross, Ron Grabe, Paul Weitz and
Dan Brandenstein
were invited
to witness it at the Baikonur Cosmodrome in Soviet Kazakhstan
The cosmonauts now aboard the
Mir, Alexander Viktorenko and
Alexander Serebrov, are scheduled
to return to Earth Feb. 19.

Valentine’s Day
Special !

Acid-laden clouds extend 40
miles above Venus’ surface, trapping heat in a runaway "greenhouse effect" that raised surface
temperatures to 900 degrees Fahrenheit. Atmospheric pressure is 90
times that on Earth. Venus is about
95 percent as wide as Earth. Scientists suspect it may have active volcanoes and shifting crustal plates.
NASA’s Magellan spacecraft.
launched from Atlantis last May 4,
will go into orbit around Venus in
August. It will use radar to peer
through the clouds and map at least
70 percent of Venus’ surface during a $550 million mission.
When the Galileo probe and orbiter reach Jupiter. the probe will
parachute into the atmosphere and
make measurements until intense
heat and pressure vaporizes it. The
orbiter will photograph and study
Jupiter and its major moons until
late 1997, circling the planet instead of flying past it like the Pioneer and Voyager spacecraft.
Galileo’s roundabout route to
Jupiter is an indirect result of the
1986 explosion that destroyed the
shuttle Challenger and killed seven
crew members. After the tragedy.
the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration decided
against using powerful, volatile,
liquid-fueled Centaur rockets to
launch spacecraft after they were
deployed from shuttles.
Instead. Galileo was launched
by a weaker booster after it was released from Atlantis’ cargo bay.

Flouride
may cause
cancer
NEW YORK (AP) A study
has found a possible link between
fluoride and cancer in rats, but
dental experts said previous research gives strong evidence that
fluoridated water is safe.
You have to sort of consider
that one study in relation to many
others that have been carried out,"
said Colin Dawes, editor of the
Journal of Dental Research.
"There’s no material that’s been
added to the diet or water that’s
been more thoroughly tested than
fluoride, in terms of its potential
toxicological effects," he said.
An estimated 132 million Americans, about 53 percent of the population, drink water with enough
flouride to fight cavities, according
to the National Institute of Dental
Research.
_

Federal
NEW YORK (AP)
health officials are considering a
ban on mercury in paint after a 4year-old boy became severely disabled after inhaling it in his home.
"We think there is a potential
for exposure and a potential for
risk," said Dr. Ruth Etzel, a pediatrician at the government’s Centers for Disease Control in Atlanta.
She said the agency is considering a recommendation to ban the
use of mercury in paints to prevent
bacterial growth and mildew. A
decision could come as early as
next week, she said.
The concern is heightened by
the fact that mercury need not be
added to paint because safer alternatives are available, she said.
"If there is a preventable source
of exposure to mercury, we ought
to try to prevent exposure," Etzel
said.
The Environmental Protection
Agency also has launched an urgent investigation, said Dr. Renate
Kimbmugh. of the EPA in Washington, D.C. "We are trying to
get. as rapidly as possible, as much
information together as we can. ’
The case that triggered the investigation occurred last summer
in Detroit. The boy developed se-

vere neurological problems and tic
came unable to walk. The condi
lion is called acrodynia. or "pink
disease."

voydgcr

which joined its twin exploring
the outer solar system. will snap
pictures this week to make an unprecedented family portrait of most
of the planets and the vast empty
space between them.
"It will speak more to the mind
than to the eye because of the tremendous distances. What will be
impressive will be the distances."
said Jurrie van der Winkle, a
spokesman at NASA’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory.
The complete portrait will be too
large to he published. hut NASA
may assemble the 64 separate
eight-by -10-inch photos into a mosaic stretching 1(X) to 150 feet
along a wall at the laboratory.
Neptune. Uranus. Saturn. Jupiter, Mars. Earth and Venus will
appear as tiny dots against a background of dark space and the constellation Eridana.
Mercury will be hidden by the
sun’s glare, and Pluto is too distant
to appear in any images.
While the solar system portrait
won’t have scientific value, its
purpose is "really historical,"said
Bob MacMillin, a spokesman for
the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration.
"This is not just the first time.
but perhaps the only time for decades that we’ll be able to take a
picture of the planets from outside
the solar system," said Voyager
project scientist Edward Stone.
Voyager I. which is about 3.7
billion miles from Earth, will use
its two cameras to photograph the
planets and the sun between 5:15
p.m. and 9:20 p.m. PST Tuesday
night.
Because of other demands on
NASA Deep Space Network tracking antennas, the photos won’t be

’We’ll be able to
take a picture of
the planets from
outside the solar
system’

Edward Stone,

Voyager project scientist
sent back to Earth until late March.
and it will he late April until they
are processed and can be assembled into a mosaic. MacMillin
said.
The twin Voyager spacecraft
were launched from Cape Canaveral, Fla.. in 1977 and explored Jupiter in 1979. Voyager 2 explored
Saturn in 1981. Uranus in 1986
and Neptune last August. Voyager
I explored Saturn in 1980 then
flew above the ecliptic plane in
which the planets orbit the sun.
Photographing the sun for the
solar system portrait may warp the
shutter blades on Voyager l’s
wide-angle camera, but there are
no plans to use the camera again
anyway. NASA said.
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From page I
comment of her own
Lesher, the only trustee publicly
disturbed by Lansdale’s actions,
stated that, "most of the (trustees)
are cowards’ for not publicly criticizing Lansdale. "They privately
tell me they don’t like what happened." he said, though they publicly support her.
In a Jan. 10 meeting of the
hoard, the first since Lansdale admitted the mistake, she was unanimously given a vote of confidence.
Lesher said he was absent for the
vote because he had to leave the
meeting early.
He said that the Long Beachbased meetings usually start one
hour late. Since he is from Northern California, he must leave early
in order to catch his flight on time.
"The meeting," he said, "was as
a whitewash. I was not there when
the vote was taken."
Ambrose stated that there was
no roll call vote, so no official record exists that would determine
whether Lesher was present for the
vote. The vote of confidence, Lesher said, was in Lansdale’s con-
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Gioanni Carini, a sophmore majoring in anthropology, builds a giant bird-nest out of the slicks
trimmed from the trees near the Natural Science
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Building yesterday. Carini, whose nuckles were
bleeding from his efforts, says he thinks the nest
will serve as a conversation piece.

duct as chairwoman, a position she
has held since May,
1988. The The Senate cannot
problem, he said, was not her conduct but the application she sub- remove Lansdale from
the board.
mitted.
"The meetings are always long
and drawn out, delayed so long make in excess of $200.000 a year,
that I cannot stay." he said. "Not she said. "The salaries lagged beenough of the people on the board hind other university systems. The
are business people. They do not raise was based on the market equhave enough knowledge to run ity for CSU executives."
things." He also stated Lansdale
Lesher complained that "The
has no control over the meetings.
otherwise there would be no Chancellor almost singlehandedly
put Lansdale in the Chair." Amlengthy delays.
brose, however, pointed out that
"I like (Lansdale) personally."
he said. "but this is a matter of the Chairman is elected by the
principle. This is a very serious Committee on Committees of the
Board of Trustees. The Committee
matter."
Lesher also questioned the re- on Committees is made up of five
cent pay raise for CSU executives. trustees and the Chancellor cannot
Chancellor W. Ann Reynolds re- vote with the committee. "The
ceived a 43 percent raise in De- Chancellor did not participate in
cember. Lansdale was given au- the selection of the Chair," she
thority by the board to grant the said.
raise. Ambrose said, to equate
Lansdale’s term as chairwoman
CSU salaries to those of other will end in May. This is her second
comparable institutions.
consecutive term, each term one
The presidents of the University year in duration. Board policy proof California, New York Univer- hibits her from a third consecutive
sity and the University of Texas all term.

Maguire & Mehallo

Seven Second Delay

Arms negotiations resume
MOSCOW (AP)
Prospects American soldiers under a treaty
for deep arms reductions in Europe the North Atlantic Treaty Organiappeared to brighten Monday as zation and the Warsaw Pact are dethe United States and the Soviet liberating in Vienna negotiations.
Union resumed intensive negotiaBaker
and
Shevardnadze
tions over their non-nuclear weap- seemed to be in an upbeat mood as
ons arsenals.
they held a second round of talks at
Contributing to the optimistic the Soviet foreign ministry. They
outlook was a new U.S. proposal were joined at a long negotiating
to settle a dispute over combat air- table by more than a dozen aides.
craft restrictions.
Soviet Deputy Foreign Minister
Soviet Foreign Minister Eduard Alexander Bessmertnykh said durA. Shevardnadze said, "There is ing the day the talks would deal
some movement," and Secretary with strategic and non-nuclear
of State James A. Baker III, who weapons reductions as well as a
launched the initiative at their ban on production of chemical
opening round Wednesday night, weapons.
told reporters: "I would certainly
Shevardnadze said the steps
hope so."
taken by the Communist Party
While details were withheld, the Central Committee to abolish the
idea is to cut through a sticky de- party’s monopoly on political
bate over which Soviet planes and power would improve U.S-Soviet
helicopters are on a defensive mis- relations further.
sion
"It will mean we have more eland therefore excluded
our
in
from limitations in a prospective ements
of
trust
treaty
and which are subject to relationship," he said.
curbs.
Speaking of his own governsp presented a pitaupsitiiigaL4tcyLe said, "We
lowetinglir
rt. cuts in tanks, R114,e5y
broadening President Bush’s offer international activity.’’
of last week to pare U.S. and SoBaker’s strategy, meanwhile, is
viet troops in Central Europe down to pursue his heavy agenda irreto a maximum of 195,000 on each spective of internal Soviet developments, which he hailed in a
side.
That would mean withdrawing statement Wednesday night as conabout 400,000 Soviet and 100,000 tributing to reform and to political

pluralism.
Today’s meeting with Shevardnadze was expected to produce a
Soviet response to Bush’s troop reduction initiative.
"Overall, our response is positive, and we will discuss the details," Shevardnadze said. He said
Baker’s supplementary proposal
on tanks and combat aircraft had
"some interesting elements."
On another issue
German
unification
Shevardnadze again
referred to Soviet concerns that are
rooted in the loss of 20 million
people in World War II.
He said they would be aired
when West German Chancellor
Helmut Kohl and Foreign Minister
Hans-Dietrich Genscher come here
Saturday for talks.
Shevardnadze has proposed an
international referendum on the
issue, while Baker has found merit
in a formula advanced last week by
Genscher that would keep Germany in NATO but bar Western
fprFcE
co ArRalatis now
East Germany,
"There are some elements there
that deserve consideration," She
vardnadze said of Genscher’s formula. But referring to underlying
Soviet concerns, Shevardnadze
added: "Those issues will have to
be addressed."
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and money. too Cleaning and
office visits at no charge For bro-

workers & friends 8 revere up to
50% off on your own order, Thank
you Also, good part -tine Income
for the holidays Cell JANE .1 2515942

chure

au AS office (Studen1
Health Center) or call 140813716811 in San Jose

VISA

OR

MASTERCARD"

Even

If

bankrupt or bad credit’ We gee ante, you
card or double your
money back Call 1-805-682-7555.
ell M-1103

AUTOMOTIVE
IS IT TRUE Jeeps tor 144 through the
government? Call for face, 1.312
742-1142, eel 8115
SEIZED CARS. TRUCKS. 4wheelers
TV’s, stereos. furniture, computer. by DEA. FBI, IRS end US Co.
tome Avellabie your arm now
Call 1-805-682-7555, ext C-1255

COMPUTERS
INFERNO BBS
8N1, 300 17,10 2400 baud. Macintosh & IBM libraries. 25 phone
fines, mufti -user chel (408) 3953721. 4081 395-5378, (4061 9299035, (415) 964-6083, (415) 85E8746

FOR SALE
HOUSE FOR SALE 1 Sr .I ha fenced
yd, spa, patio, pixel wslnut plum
trees $1506 Call Julia 11 701-194’
6733 Clue to comp,.
SETS" BEDS" NEW’
Twin set 179, toll sot 589. queen
set $139, king set 1179 For both
Pecos, Bunkbeds $99. Day beds
899 5 pc bedroom set $199
Duke 874, dressers $79. chests
$46, bed -frames. delivery,’ 14151

MATTRESS

745-0900
REPOSSED VA 8 HUG HOMES even
able from government from $t
without creel check YOU repair
Also tax dolinquonl lorelosures
Call 1-805-6827555 Ex, ?I 1513
for repo list
3-0 35mrn CAMERA Std film color Ni

BUS

DRIVER TEACHER for after school child-care program Hours
11 30 AM -5 30 PM With benefits
Call 257-7326 for information Slx
units preferred but not required

CARPENTER FOR RESTORATION
plus, nee cempus Call
Exp
297-2960 8 work your own hrs
CHILD CARE -GROWING CENTER desires employees who can grow
wIth us Great opportunity for
early childhood major Earn while
you kern Minimum required 12
units Campbell, 559-8161
CHILDCARE POSITION AVAILABLE
Seeking loving babysitter lo care
for my one yr old son in my horn*
on Wednesdays Iron, 7 30 AM1230 PM and Fridays from 130
AM -2 30 PM to seri Immediately
Must have own transportation
Nor1-6/11011eI Seery negollebie
References required Call Debbie
II 268-7076
stall
CARE
COUNSELOR DIRECT
needed at local ruldentlal tulli
Iles for young efulls & edolescents with autism 8 reeled dia.Willies FT & PT positions bull
Starting 58-86 25 hr
448-3953

Call

(408)

for
HIRING
NOW
CRUISESHIPS
spring. Christmas and next summer breaks Many poeltions Call
t.805-6827555, eat S-1062
DRAFTER with auto cod evparience
near campus Cell 297-2960
EARN UP TO $4,000 week by turning
on your ensuring machine For
etormetlor, send .ell -addressed
stamped envelope to TODD, 1977
Heimgartner Ln

KITCHEN HELPER WANTED MINATO
Japanese Restaurant, 617 N 13th
St. JAPANTOWN Call 998-9711
and ask for JOANNE

ATTENTION-HIRING! Gov’t lobe your
area. 117,840-889,484 Cell 1-602-

Student Union
FREE gills, beloons. music.
$300 in pries!

HOUSEKEEPER 1 day week (8-8611,)
N. Evergreen, S Alum Rock Du-

468

San Jose

Ca 95124
EARN storky WEEKLY,’ Make $500
for every 100 envelopes stuffed
Send say -addressed. stamped
envelope to Extra Income teenlIed P 0 Box 64899, Chicago.II

OFFICE CLERK WNTD for permanent
part time work S8 hr answer 9Ilne phone, data entry type 40
wpm, tiling Call for appointment
& ask for Rich .1 727-0575
PART TIME AFTERNOON. extended
care teacher needed at htgh qual-

PERSONALS

ity

developmental
elementary
school in Campbell Willow Glen

PERSONA is pan of en INT L NETWORK with offices worldwide In
the Bay Ares we re looking for
people interested in Sales Accl
Engr . Adrnin Support & Bilingual
English Jusinese positions No
Fee, PERSONA. (4081453-0505
SALES-COLLEGE

GRADS-opportunity for individuals with desks to
build career in the stockbroke-

rage industry

Resume lo
6400, San Mateo. Ca 94403

9011

CATHOLIC
MASS

Ma 02332 (617)934-6531

(4081946-1995. Mr Ileggern

CHILDCARE CAMPUS CENTER has
openings tor 3 and 4 year olds

dISA MASTERCARD! No Credit Check
an exciting bassinets opportu

Call 293-2286

FREE

details. Diversified
Entprs, 1545 W Heciands Ave .
Campbell, 95006, 374-4712

EXAM

FILES

from
Professors
throughout USA Fun problems
wlth professor, own detailed so.
Available for II engi.
lotions

HOUSING

needing courses. EIT, Calculus,
DE, LA. Gen & 0-Chem. Physics.

-EMALE CHRISTIAN WNTD to se 2
BORN apt. pool or Good Sam
ut11.377-9085
Heap. 1350 mo

RIO 24 different book. suitable et
Spartan Bookstore (downstairs) &

CAVE SECURITY le hiring tor full
and part time positions

Now you can find bye romance,
or adventure es easily as picking
up your phone Dial 976-2002 to
hear six exciling meseges from

carport
1110 St

cable hook-up
(nr 2801 $725Call 288-9157. John or
Martha or please leave complete
mesuge

Ian

Ad

I

3324
SMAFITFOOD
WE’RE EATING AMERICA’

I

Co-op opportunity for fun, outgoing people vr nu to CAL
SNACKFOOD CO in fled mktg
Accepting interviews
pultion

probe 247-7446, 335 S Bsywood
Ave , San Joe.

TYPING
AAAH! Too many reports snd not
enough time? RELAX and lel ME
do the TYPING" Resumes, term
papers. theses. Wier/. etc Grad
& under -grad Available days eves weekends by Net Laser
printer Call ANNA 972-4992
ABANDON THOSE FRUSTRATIONS.
Trust a pro Reports. theses, re
m.11ings,

etc

Spell grammar check WordPro
cessing-WordPerfect 5 1 poste

=I MINIM IMM

Rates

We re fast dependable, grammar.
aware both college grads Specisity in Science and Hi Engifieh
subjects for thous, papers. re
ports resumes. etc Free proo
leg disk elorogif 251-0449

moiesaget
FAST WORD PROCESSING’ 125 wpm
Guallty guarsnta,d ComprItIve
student rites Those*. reports,
term papers. Segal documents
Call1408)184-5203 today’
LISA S TYPING &
WORD PROCESSING SERVICE

CALL LINDA TODAY for experienced,
professional word processing.
Theses, term papers, group protects, etc All formats including
APA Laser printer Quick return

(4011984-5837
Tenn Pepe.
Resumes
Them
Personal Bus
Reports
Proposals
Feal-Experl-Dspendable
Night Saturday. Rush
Located In the
Santa Clara San Jose Area

CALL MRS MORTON at 268-9448 for
EDITING 8 WORD PROCESSING
of term papers, research protects
& resumes
w grimmer,

’SERVICING

YOUR
WORD
PROCESSING and Grephics need.
Call KM. at Technically Typing
Term powers.
(408) 281-0750
Thews. etc laser printer Free
grammar spell punc check Raw

Will

gladly assist
punctuation
and
sentence structure (knowledgable on Turablan, APA 8 Campbell
format.) Equipment used Word
Perfect HPLaser etli Considerable business experience and for
me,
English motor
WILLOW
GLEN area

sonable rates quick turnaround
TYPING --WORD PROCESSING
TERM PAPERS
REPORTS
THESES RESUMES
TNT COMPUTER PROCESSING

COMPUTER FAST ACCUPATE near
Hamilton
&
WInchuer
Call
SHIRLEY et 379-3519 $2 per page
minimum 5 pages
ARE YOU CONCERNED about your
grades? Of course you are A
neatly typed pour get. higher
grade Error -free papers inerus
profs For this quake. call WRITE.
TYPE 1408)972-9430

(408)9724563
TYPING WORD PROCESSING eat.
accurate reasonable All types of
papers Spell checking and proof
reeding Same day **eke Betty
247-8068 Santa Clara
WORD

PROCESSING leer

plinting. copies. etc
CECILIA
(406) 223-6102
Word processing
$14 hr S250

EDITORIAL

SERVICES WPPages
need polishing? Get help broom

pege whkheyar Is Mee,

INN

(Count approvmately 30 letters

alb

II

arul SP,7( PS O r r’ dell Ow
I

Each

I

Extra
Day

I

Day

Days

Days

Days

Five
Days

3 l ines

$4 30

$5 30

$5 80

$6 05

$6 35

$1 10

4 Lines

$5 30

$6 30

$6 80

$7 05

$7 30

$1 30

$8 05

$8 25

$1 45

$895

$925

$160

One

I
I

ELECTROLYSIS CLINIC
Unwanted
heir removed forever by specie 1st Confidential Your very own

letters.

TYPING AT REASONABLE RATES
Need our help?
Duality and eccurecy guaranteed

Minimum three lines on one day

I

SMALL OFFICE needs someone loan.
seer phones, file. stuff. etc Mellow atmosphere. Ian. ok Part
time-full time. flextime Call 236-

Final draught preparetion

(415)841-5036

surnes,

Ill formats) and Desktop Publishing (mum., newsletters
fliers, etc ) Call PATRICIA in W1L
LOW GLEN 14081 288-5848 (Neve

ACADEMIC

Print Your Ad Here

I

7days a week. 24 hrs day
CAVE IMAGING
1700 WYATT DR . SANTA CLARA
946-2283

phic materials, end edlting tern.

quality people, or you can record
your own messego And with our
voice mail service, you don’t have

Professional Tech Editor wtth
English Degree Word Procusing

264-4504

EDITORIAL. RESEARCH SERVICES
Tutoring. consultatIon. billogre
Ices

cripl laser prtnter Close to campus
P U. de
avail
Student
discounts EDP Seek. 2708014 EVELYN

Tenuription services evalloble
Almaden Branahm ere)
Phone

1415)962-8801

SERVICES

HAS ROMANCE GONE from your lite?

$825 rno

I

All shifts evadable

your design or logo
Call BRAINSTORM

Roberts Bookstore

’OR RENT. largo 2 bdrm 2 bath. remodeled, clean and quiet SO... My building off strut parking,
laundry fiellities. security en-

Norb

T-SHIRTS
Earn money for your I eternity.
sorority, club or business by 5811.
119 elikecruned T -Shins wt1h

call Father Bob Leger or Sister
Judy Ryan at 298-0204

4011111M MEI =I MN MIEN

SECURITY OFFICERS
NEED CASH?

about ectivities. call Rev
Firnhbed at 296-0204

NEWMAN COMMUNITY
on Sundt.), evenings et

6 30 8 8 00 PM Campus Christian
Cuter, 10th 8, San Carlo. For
more Info about other activities

520-560
THE COLLEGIATE DREAM
per hour, part lime A dream come
true
Clearbrook of California
looking for morkeling reps Call

trance
780 S

Campus Christian Center, tOth
San Carlos For more information

RE , 559-3500. 1645 S Bascom
Ave ,
CC,
Campbell
HAIR
TOGA V GONE TOMORROW’

NADU, 5 Glen Lane, Mamaroneck.
NY
10543
(914)
381-5983
WOMEN Call or write CAMP
VEGA, P0 Box 1771. (Rebury

area Cell KELLY al 3771595 for
more inforrnalton

LUTHERAN CAMPUS WORSHIP every
SUNDAY morning at 10 45 AM at

blkini-tionnednoustachrebecketc I 5% discount to students &
faculty Cell before May 31,1990, &
lie 1st upointment is I 2 price
Unwonted half desappears with
my cede " GWEN CHELGREN,

etr). Ropes Sailboarding, Salting.
Scuba, Soccer, Tennis. Truk.
WSI, Waterski, Weights. Wood
MEN, call or write CAMP 11-

nity,

to Novo your phone number on an
open line Call 11011 188-2523 or
free details Call today’ Someone
le waiting to meet you’ 1408) (4151
976-2002 18
only $2
toll, If
(my

BDRM HOUSE. ptly turn 1 2 bik
SJSU N smkr uppr level student
only. 1600 rno. call 297-1579

1ARE IT ALL! Slop shsvIng, waxing.
leveeing or using chemical dopetores Let me permanutty re
move your unwanted hair (chin-

60664-0899

HIT

Classified

Classified

Er

Aaron Malchow

Funhouse

Four

Three

Two

5 Lines

$6 30

$7 30

$7 70

6Lines

$720

$825

$870

1

II/Ili/III

i

i

1

r

I

1

i

i

i

i

i

i

i

i

J.

i",/"1,iii,"
I

fr ach Additional t or, Add $1 00

Semester Rates

(All

Issues)
$77 00

10-14 Lines
5-9 Lines $5500
15 Plus Lines $90 00

Feb 13-17 (415) 382-8273 In tug

Print

Name

Phone

Address

Phone 924-3277

UNION
INFORMATION
STUDENT
CENTER Is now hiring for work
study outdone Contact the SIC.

City 8 State__

dent Union Director Office
SUMMER
JOBS"
COUNSELORS Boys Camp W Massachusetts
Girls Camp. Maine Top Salary,
room. board. ’foundry, travel allowance Must love kkla and have
ektil in one of the following actiyIfie

Archery,

Arts

&

I

Crafts.

Baseball, Basketball, Bicycling,
Chureading.
Dance,
Drama,
Drum., FencIng, Golf. Gulls,
Gymusfics. Hockey, Horseback.
Karate, LaCrosse. Nature Rufus.
Photography, Piano, ANN,. Rock

Enclosed is $

Circle a Claudication
Greek

Services

Help Wanted

Stereo

Computers

Housing

Travel

For Sale

Lost & Found

Typing

Announcements

IAutomotive

I
I

I
I

Personal
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ORIGINAL DEFECTIVE

For

SEND CHECK, MONEY ORDER

OR CASH TO
SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
San Jose State University
San Jos,,. California 95192-0149

_Lanes

Classified Desk

_Days

Located Instdel#411101

Deadline Two days prior to publication
Consecutive publication dates only
No refunds on cancelled ads
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Parking: Improved shuttle service to ease problems
Frani palXr
tually like to see them in all of the
garages." he added.
"Its bad to get stranded somewhere like this (a garage) at night
and you can’t get anyone to jump
your car." Manson said.
Until last semester, guests of
students using the Park and Ride
had to pay two dollars to ride the
but, to campus.
Despite allowing guests to ride
free. Manson said, no more students used the service than before.
Students couldn’t always depend on the bus to get them to class
on time last semester, causing
some students to find other altema-

use,. I,sld said
Bv adding Park and Ride to the
status signs at the garages, Todd
said, she hopes more students will
use it.
There are about 250 parking
spaces available at the Park and
Ride and 1(X) spaces for overflow
"I know we fill it up half way,"
Todd said.
Because classes let out at different times on Mondays and
Wednesdays versus a Tuesdays
and Thursdays schedule, "there’s
no way to make it to class with (the
bus) running every half hour,"
said Dave Morris, a Park and Ride
bus driver and SJSU graduate stu-

students looked for parking in the garages at the beginning
of the semester but they use Park
and Ride
"I know I can get a parking
space and a ride." said Dave
Moab, a liberal studies junior.
Park and Ride is, "not the best
situation but it takes care of the
overflow (from the garages)."
Morris said.
Most of the students who ride
the bus are regulars. Morris said.
"It just becomes a habit.
Friday the Park and Ride was
the place to park for at least one
SJSU parking attendant who took
the bus to his car after his shift.
Sonic

’A sign listing all
open garages will
be posted at the
entrance of each
garage.’
Harold Manson,
Manager of Traffit and Parking
dent.
The bus runs Monday thru Friday from 7:30 a.m. to 5 p.m
When the new bus is added to
the service. Todd said, there will
be a bus running every IS minutes

Training inmates
The state must pros ide more
job training and drug rehabilitation if it hopes to help keep former inmates from returning to
prison, according to a new study
by the California State Bar.
The study found that onethird of the 85,000 people in
Califirnia prisons are there because they violated their parole.
"I’d like to tell the Legislature and the governor to provide more job training programs
and substance abuse treatment
to both prisoners and people on
parole," said Donald Specter,

chairman of the Bar’s Commission on Corrections. "There is a
significant correlation between
unemployment and parole violators."
Specter said the study’s recommendations would be much
less costly than incarceration,
which the report said costs $17.000 per prisoner per year.
Other recommendations, issued Wednesday, include increased parole supervision,
more financial help to those released from prison, and giving
the parole board more sentenco ion,

Vet: Book reveals Chicanos’ story

Minorities: S.J. ’not represented’

Fran, page

Fran, page I
helped, the figures look good, but
they are far, far, from satisfactory," Michel said.
SJSU has different programs to
attract these minorities to its campus. SAA, EDP. ASPIRE and others are working to increase these
numbers. "There are a lot of programs that follow under Student
(SAA),"
Action
Affirmative
Christopher Villa, director of Student Outreach and Retainment
said.
SAA has SJSU students give
panel presentations in high
schools, colleges and even work
with junior high schools that have
more than 40 percent underrepresented minorities. There are 14
schools that fall in this category
and most of them are in east San
Jose, according to Villa.
There are evening workshops in
English and Spanish for parents of
high school students to increase
their understanding in the different
types of assistance the university
has to offer.
"Project Access and College
Readiness Program are two projects with emphasis to promote
college awareness for students that
are underrepresented," Villa said.
Campus tours, evening programs
and personal assistance are just
some of the many services these
programs offer.
"There has been about a 20 per-

with some of his buddies after his
discharge. They were refused service because some of his companions were black, and he, Mexican.
"You go fight for freedom and democracy, and you can’t get a hamburger," the soldier said.
"I don’t consider myself an
American anymore," said Trujillo, who received a master’s degree from SJSU’s Chicano Studies
department.
"I don’t stand up for the flag.
either," Trujillo said. "but I don’t
hum it."
Trujillo thinks that Chicano soldiers contributed more than they
should have.
"It seems that every Chicano
soldier I met in Vietnam either
walked the point (lead the patrol)
or carried the M-60 machine gun,"
Trujillo said. "We shared a common history and culture no matter
if we were from San Antonio, Los
Angeles or San Jose."
Trujillo was injured when his

unit, the 196th Light Infantry Brigade, was caught in a firelight. He
reached for a grenade launcher
and, in his excitement, fired into
the ground. When the grenade exploded, shrapnel tore into his forehead above his right eye.
"It felt like someone stabbing
me in the eye with a red-hot ice
pick," Trujillo recalls. ’I thought
I was shot in the eye with an AK47, so I made a deal with God that
if he let me live. I would pick cotton for the rest of my life."
Trujillo doesn’t like to discuss
his injury, but is eager to tell the
story of his comrades, especially
the Chicano soldiers he encountered.
Because of difficulty he encountered with the mainstream publishing houses. Trujillo founded
Chusma House, his own publishing company. He said that a
spokesman for McMillan told him,
"There’s too much on that (Vietnam) already." Another told Trujillo he was surpnsed how fluently
the soldiers spoke English.

’ ’Chustna," Trujillo said, translates into "slave." or "riff-raff."
Trujillo believes he would have
had an easier time pushing his
book through if he had used the
word "Hispanic" instead of "Chicano’ in the title, something he refused to do.
"The word ’Hispanic’ is a label
that is forced on us," Trujillo said.
"The origin of the word is Spanish, and it’s one that Europeanizes
Mexicans."
He also dislikes the term "Mexican-American." Trujillo explained, "We’re Mexicans when
they need fields tended to, but
Americans when they need people
to fight." Trujillo paused, warning
the students that his alter ego, the
one he calls Preacher Chuck, was
asserting himself.
Still, Trujillo said that Vietnam
was one "Mace where he truly felt
equal and free. "When you’re in a
trench, you could be black and be
next to a Klansman, but it won’t
make any difference. You need
each other just to survive."
He said that a deal is in the
works to distribute the book in
Mexico and Europe, and he hopes
to sell the movie rights.
"I fight for what I believe in,"
cial Aid, said his department workload has doubled since 1981, al- Trujillo said. Then, he added with
though staff additons have been a laugh, "unless they offer me a
lot of money."
"few."
"The growth we’ve had has
been
tremendous students
should apply earlier, in fact I’m
asking them to apply now," for
fall 1990, *cording to Ryan.
Ryan believes the only way he
could reduce student waits is if financial aid had "five more staff,
support, secretaries, etc.," but
does not expect them to be forthcoming.
Ed Chambers, Associate Executive Vice President of Admissions
Now thru February 23 in the Spartan Bookstore
and Records, said his staff is at
"the stretching point."
Zenith Supersport 286 Laptops
"We are at the point where the
at deflated prices.
94 bodies we have aren’t enough.
There are services we could be ofSupersport 286 Model 20 $29 NOW $2,299
fering that we can’t," because of
staff limitations, according to
Supersport 286 Model 40 $2)49 NOW $2,599
Chambers.
Library personnel are similarly
stretched.
"It used to be we couldn’t get
people in here," said Ruth Hafter,
Library Director. "now they’re
coming and we can’t help them."
Hafter said the library could expect a few new positions this year,
but "probably not enough to keep
up with the student increase."
Hafter is trying to create a new
"Ethnic Diversity Librarian" positon, but there is no money in the
budget for it.
"Some libraries have found the
money, hopefully we can too,"
Hafter said.
Mo Qayoumi, head of the department of facilities, developments and operations, has had to
"disencumber," or not hire, 15
new positions his department has
been authorized because of other
budget cutbacks.
Many
departments especially financial aid and admissions
and records
are hoping a lack
of staff can be offset by a new
campus-wide computer system
being installed to track all student
records.
Chambers said the computer
should reduce lines since students
will be able to phone in and access
all of their records. Six new operators are planned to take the calls.
but there is no way to pay for them
yet.
Chambers said the system
should be ready to go in June
1991.
Until then, students can expect
the lines, or possibly even after the
system is ready.
"If the university’s (full-time)
enrollment is capped at 25,000,
we’ll only get enough money toreSponsored by:
place retiring personnel," while
SINVOZE 5 OA MAJCO
part-time attendance will grow,
Batt said.
SJSU should reach that cap by
Drawing on February 23, 1990
the mid- 1990s, according to proNo purchase necessary. Need not be present to win
jection figures.
Marketing Club and Bookstore Personnel not eligible

Faculty: Positions open
rum page I
tuations, we can’t afford to tenure
ourselves in," Robinson said.
The part-time faculty, Robinson
added, "are by and large excellent," but can cause problems
with the organizations that allow
SJSU to issue degrees.
"The business school in particular needs a lot because of
guidelines (the accrediation team
that judges the school) has set for
them," but, Robinson said "SJSU
is keeping up."
"If we look behind in hiring, we
always make it up a year later, but
that’s no good to them if" SJSU
lot)ks understaffed now, he continued.
SJSU has 17 full-time students
to each full-time faculty member,
the average in the CSU system
according to figures provided by
the Chancellor’s Office. However.
since the state only uses full-time
students to figure the amount of
money a CSU gets. SJSU loses out
on almost 43 percent of its students.
When all students are added in,
the ratio is actually about 25 students to a full-time instructor.
Some departments are not allowed to hire new members for
their staffs when full-time enrollment reaches a certain point. The
testing division has not been budgeted for new staff since before
1966.
"Testing was capped when
(SJSU) had 15,000 students," said
Dean Batt, Dean of Student Services. "It was years before I got
here, and I’ve had to be careful to
make sure they get a few new people."
In last year’s budget Batt was allowed to hire 13 people for the entire student services division student health center, counseling,
testing, financial aid, and other
like departments.
Financial realities trimmed the
actual amount of people Ban could
pay to five one each to student
health, disabled student services,
carrer planning, and two to financial aid.
"I had to use some of the money
(budgeted for new positions) for
current employee’s raises to keep
morale up." Batt said.
Raises are not included in the
budget for non-faculty staff so the
money must come from existing
items in the budgets, an "adjustment" in Batt’s words.
The budget often allows for the
creation of new jobs, but no way to
pay for them so the position will
look open and the division fully
staffed. The maneuver is called
"salary savings" and is another
reason Batt had to cut his original
13 jobs.
He said he will have "similar"
problems this coming year.
Donald Ryan, Director of Finan-

cent increase of the MexicanAmerican population in Santa
Clara County, and this large population is not being served," he
said. He also said the number of
minorities students is increasing.
but it should be increasing faster.
"The percentage of Hispanics in
the university is about 6 or 7 percent when it should be at least 17
percent." Michel said.
"The university as a whole has
taken responsibility for educational
equity and is moving in the right
direction. The figures are high, but
there is a misinterpretation of the
actual students attending state universities," he added.
Hispanics showed a 78 percent
increase at SJSU since 1984, but
the percentage of black students
has not grown and the number of
Native American students decreased more than 73 percent. The
CSU study targeted the retention of
these minorities, and is working to
increase them.
"We have a direction that has
been placed by the chancellor’s office to increase the enrollment and
retention." Michel said.
Michel discussed the importance
of creating an atmosphere for minorities to feel at home. "I don’t
think there is one, the university
and students should help create
one." Michel said.
Michel does not believe the students are helping create one, refer-

ring to a cartoon strip. Seven Second Delay, in the Jan. 31 issue of
the Spartan Daily. The cartoon
made a reference to college entrance requirements and "underrepresented minorities" that upset
many minority students and instructors.
It doesn’t cast a right reflection
and is of poor taste," Michel said.
"The university is just another
place where I can get my education, but I never stay in school if I
don’t have to," said Guillermo Aranda.a sophomore majoring in
public relations.
Villa said that programs need
more work to be effective. "The
resorces are people and money, but
mainly money, to be able to successful carry out the effort."
When asked if the university
was giving support he said, "my
feeling is that we are getting support. but any more suppport we
can get, we will take it." The university is making contributions to
help the effort monetarily, but realistically this is a complex issue
that requires more, Villa added.
’The figures are increasing but
not in proportion. The responsibility falls upon administrators, staff
and faculty. It’s a joint venture "
Michel said.
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